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April:
Baldacci, David Walk the Wire- mystery -(Book 6 in the Amos Decker Series) Amos Decker - the FBI consultant with a
perfect memory - returns to solve a gruesome murder in a booming North Dakota oil town
Barry, Sebastian A Thousand Moons - Winona Cole, Lakota orphan, is raised by her adoptive father John Cole and his
friend Thomas, scraping a living on a farm with the help of two freed slaves. They try to keep the brutal outside world at
bay, but Tennessee is a state still riven by the bitter legacy of the Civil War.
Black, Cara Three Hours in Paris - In June of 1940, when Paris fell to the Nazis, Hitler spent a total of three hours in the
City of Light - abruptly leaving, never to return. To this day, no one knows why. American markswoman Kate Rees has
been recruited to assassinate the Fuhrer, but misses her mark and ends up running for her life.
Bolton, Sharon The Split- mystery – To escape murderer Freddie Lloyd Felicity Lloyd signed up for a lengthy research trip
to a remote island. Now she is trapped there and he has escaped and is on her trail.
Bouchet, Amanda Starbreaker – science fiction – (Book 2 in the Endeavor Series) Tess and Shade must decide if they
trust each other enough to execute this impossible prison break. They could change the cou rse of history, but they'll be
risking everything... They'll just have to tackle one crisis at a time.
Calder, Eve Sugar and Vice – cozy mystery- (Book 2 in the Cookie House Mystery Series) Things are heating up at the
Cookie House when star pastry chef and amateur sleuth Kate McGuire finds herself in the midst of a shocking murder
mystery.
Carr, Robyn Sunrise on Half Moon Bay – A novel examines the joys of sisterhood and the importance of embracing
change.
Ciesielski, J'nell The Socialite - Glamour, treachery, and espionage collide when an English socialite rushes to save her
sister from the Nazis.
Clark, Marcia Final Judgment – mystery – (Book 4 in the Samantha Brinkman Series) A murder investigation draws
firebrand attorney Samantha Brinkman into her boyfriend's past in this novel of high-risk suspense by bestselling author
Marcia Clark.
Coates, Darcy Secrets in the Dark – (Book 3 in the Black Winter Series) No One Escapes the Stillness. There are eyes in
the dark. There are whispers in the mist. There is danger lurking in the snow, and one false step could end it all.
Something is waiting for Clare on the edges of the snowy woods...something monstrous, something unfeeling.
Something desperately hungry.
Goldberg, Lee Fake Truth –(Book 3 in the Ian Ludlow Series) The only thing more dangerous than fake news is fake truth
in this exhilarating thriller.
Grisham, John Camino Winds-mystery- (Book 2 in the Camino Island Series) Mystery and intrigue once again catch up
with novelist Mercer Mann, proving that the suspense never rests, even in paradise.
Harper, Karen Deep in the Alaskan Woods – (Book 1 in the Alaska Wild Series) Something sinister is lurking in the woods
around Falls Lake, turning Alex's fresh start into a brutal game of survival. The murky veil of forest offers more threats
than answers. Can Alex and Quinn find the killer before darkness falls for good?
Harris, C. S. Who Speaks for the Damned-mystery- (Book 15 in the Sebastian St. Cyr Mystery) Sebastian St. Cyr
investigates the mysterious life and death of a nobleman convicted of murder.

Harvey, Kristy Woodson Feels Like Falling -an odd-couple tale of friendship that asks just how much our past choices
define our happiness.
Hill, Susan The Benefit of Hindsight –mystery- (Book 10 in the Simon Serrailler Series) Serrailler must confront his
demons as Lafferton experiences a series of shocking crimes.
Hooper, Kay Hidden Salem –mystery- (A Book in the Bishop/Special Crimes Unit Series) A town shrouded in the occult.
An evil that lurks in the dark. The SCU returns in a hair-raising novel.
Jiles, Paulette Simon the Fiddler – An atmospheric story, set at the end of the Civil War, about an itinerant fiddle player,
a ragtag band of musicians with whom he travels trying to make a living, and the charming young Irish lass who steals his
heart.
Jones, Darynda A Bad Day for Sunshine – mystery – (Book 1 in the Sunshine Vicram Series) Sheriff Sunshine Vicram finds
her cup o' joe more than half full when the small village of Del Sol, New Mexico, becomes the center of national
attention for a kidnapper on the loose.
Kahn, Michael A. Bad Trust – mystery- (Book 11 in the Rachel Gold Series) Two lawsuits spiral out of control, one ending
in murder, the other in courtroom humiliation - both challenging St Louis attorney Rachel Gold
Kidd, Sue Monk The Book of Longings - An extraordinary story set in the first century about a woman who finds her voice
and her destiny.
McCall Smith, Alexander The Talented Mr. Varg –mystery – (Book 2 in the Detective Varg Series) Ulf and his team
investigate a notorious lothario - a wolf of a man whose bad reputation may, much to his chagrin, be all bark and no
bite.
McKevett, G. A. And the Killer Is –mystery- (Book 25 in the Savannah Reid Series) PI Savannah Reid has delved into the
ugly side of SoCal's celebrity culture more than once. But the Moonlight Magnolia Detective Agency may have bitten off
more than they can chew when a Hollywood legend makes a deadly comeback
Mejia, Mindy Strike Me Down – mystery - A visceral thriller following an accountant's complicated and potentially deadly
search for missing money.
Novak, Brenda One Perfect Summer - When Serenity Alston swabbed her cheek for 23andMe, she joked about
uncovering some dark ancestral scandal. The last thing she expected was to discover two half sisters she didn't know
existed. Suddenly, everything about her loving family is drawn into question. And meeting these newfound sisters might
be the only way to get answers.
Paretsky, Sara Dead Land-mystery- (Book 20 in the V.I . Warshawski Series) Warshawski, knows her city's rotten
underbelly better than most, but she's unable to avoid it when her goddaughter drags her into a f ight over lakefront
land use.
Patrick, Phaedra The Secrets of Love Story Bridge - One man's journey to unlock his heart and discover new beginnings in
the unlikeliest places.
Patterson, James and Andrew Holmes Revenge-Former SAS soldier David Shelley was part of the most covert operations
team in the special forces. Now settling down to civilian life in London, he has plans for a safer and more stable
existence. But the shocking death of a young woman Shelley once helped protect puts those plans on hold.
Perry, Anne One Fatal Flaw-mystery- (Book 3 in the Daniel Pitt Mystery Series) Two fiery deaths have young lawyer
Daniel Pitt and his scientist friend Miriam fford Croft racing to solve a forensic crisis.

Pronzini, Bill The Stolen Gold Affair- mystery- (Book 8 in the Carpenter and Quincannon Mystery Series) In response to a
string of gold thefts in a Mother Lode mine, Quincannon goes undercover as a newly -hired miner to identify and capture
the men responsible.
Putman, Cara C. Flight Risk- Savannah Daniels has worked hard to build her law practice, to surround herself with good
friends, and to be the loyal aunt her troubled niece can always count on. But since her ex -husband&;s betrayal, she has
trouble trusting anyone.
Quinn, Julia First Comes Scandal –romance- (Book 4 in the Rokesbys Series) Georgiana Bridgerton isn't against the idea
of marriage,with her reputation hanging by a thread after she's abducted for her dowry, Georgie is given two options:
live out her life as a spinster or marry the rogue who has ruined her life.
Sandford, John Masked Prey-mystery- (Book 30 in the Lucas Davenport Series) Lucas Davenport investigates a vitriolic
blog that seems to be targeting the children of U.S. politicians
Scalzi, John The Last Emperox –science fiction- (Book 3 in the Interdependency series) This is the thrilling conclusion to
the award-winning, New York Times and USA Today bestselling Interdependency series, an epic space opera adventure
from Hugo Award-winning author John Scalzi.
Smith, Wilbur A. Call of the Raven - An action-packed and gripping adventure by bestselling author, Wilbur Smith, about
one man's quest for revenge, the brutality of slavery in America and the imbalance between humans that can drive - or
defeat - us.
Steel, Danielle The Wedding Dress -romance- From the glamorous San Francisco social scene of the 1920s, through war
and the social changes of the ’60s, to the rise of Silicon Valley today, this extraordinary novel takes us on a family
odyssey that is both heartbreaking and inspiring, as each generation faces the challenges of their day.
Tyler, Anne Redhead by the Side of the Road – Micah Mortimer is about to have his life turned upside down when both
his woman friend and a teenage claiming to be his son, show up needing to move in with him.
Viets, Elaine A Star Is Dead-mystery – (Book 3 in the Death Investigator Angela Richman Series) Hollywood diva Jessica
Gray is on the last leg of her one-woman show when she suffers a sudden and fatal illness, but Angela Richman thinks
there's more to it.
Weber, Carl Influence-urban- (Book 2 in the Influence Series) The next installment in his provocative legal thriller series
about the Hudson family, owners of a powerful law firm in Harlem.
White, Kate Have You Seen Me?-mystery- One woman's dangerous quest to recover lost memories someone would
rather she never find.
Wingate, Lisa The Book of Lost Friends- A dramatic story of three young women on a journey in search of family amidst
the destruction of the post-Civil War South, and of a modern-day teacher who rediscovers their story and its vital
connection to her own students' lives.
Wiseman, Beth A Beautiful Arrangement-inspirational- (Book 3 in the Amish Journey Series) Can Lydia and Samuel find
love in their marriage of convenience?
MAY:
Brown, Dale Eagle Station- (Book 6 in the Brad McLanahan Series) Brad McLanahan and the Space Force must fight to
preserve America's freedom when ruthless enemies forge an unlikely alliance to control not only the earth, but the
moon and beyond.

Brown, Rita Mae Furmidable Foes-mystery- (Book 29 in the Mrs. Murphy Series) Mary Minor "Harry" Harristeen is on the
hunt for a killer with a deadly green thumb when a day in the garden turns fatal.
Burke, James Lee A Private Cathedral-mystery- (Book 23 in the Dave Robicheaux Series) After becoming embroiled in
one of Louisiana's oldest and bloodiest gangland feuds, Detective Dave Robicheaux must battle the most terrifying
adversary he has ever encountered
Connelly, Michael Fair Warning-mystery- (Book 3 in the Jack McEvoy Series) Stalwart journalist Jack McEvoy tracks a
serial killer who has been operating completely under the radar, until now.
Cussler, Clive Wrath of Poseidon-mystery- (Book 12 in the Sam and Remi Fargo Adventure Series) Husband and wife
team Sam and Remi Fargo return for a daring new adventure
Deaver, Jeffery The Goodbye Man-mystery- (Book 2 in the Colter Shaw Series) To save the life of a young woman, and
possibly others, Colter travels to the wilderness of Washington State to investigate a mysterious organization. Is it a
community that consoles the bereaved? Or a dangerous cult under the sway of a captivating leader? As he peels back
the layers of truth, Shaw finds that some people will stop at nothing to keep their secrets hidden.
Delinsky, Barbara A Week at the Shore - In just seven watershed days on the Rhode Island coast three women will test
the bonds of sisterhood, friendship and family, and discover the role that love and memory plays in defining their lives.
Estleman, Loren D. Indigo –mystery- (Book 6 in the Valentino Mysteries) Film detective Valentino is summoned to the
estate of Ignacio Bozel to collect a prized donation to the university’s movie library: Bleak Street, a film from the classic
noir period, thought lost for more than sixty years. A simple quest for a few hundred yards of celluloid opens a portal
into a place darker than night.
Evanovich, Janet The Bounty –mystery- (Book 7 in the Fox & O’Hare Series) FBI, Special Agent Kate O'Hare and
international conman Nick Fox have brought down some major criminals, but nobody this big: A vast international
organization known as The Brotherhood. Now they are searching for a lost train loaded with $30 billion in Nazi gold that
has been hidden in Eastern Europe, untouched for over seventy-five years.
Feehan, Christine Shadow Flight-romance- (Book 5 in the Shadow Rider Series) Chicago's Ferraro crime family will do
anything to protect one of their own in this thrilling entry in the Shadow Riders series
Goldberg, Lee Fake Truth-(Book 3 in the Ian Ludlow Series) The only thing more dangerous than fake news is fake truth
in this exhilarating thriller.
Graham, Heather Seeing Darkness - (Book 30 in the Krewe of Hunters Series)When Kylie Connelly has a vision she is
attacked it is up to Special Agent Dickson of the FBI’s Krewe Hunters to track down the suspected serial killer.
Haines, Carolyn The Devil's Bones-cozy mystery- (Book 21 in the Sarah Booth Delaney Series) Spunky southern private
investigator Sarah Booth Delaney tackles a thorny murder while away on a girls' weekend.
Henry, Emily Beach Read-romance- A romance writer who no longer believes in love and a literary writer stuck in a rut
engage in a summer-long challenge that may just upend everything they believe about happily ever afters.
Housewright, David From the Grave-mystery- (Book 17 in the McKenzie Series) A past case comes back to haunt Twin
Cities P.I. McKenzie as a stolen sum of money threatens to resurface
Hunter, Denise Carolina Breeze (Book 2 in the Bluebell Inn Series) A jilted bride. A struggling innkeeper. And a romantic
mountain getaway that changes everything.

Kingsbury, Karen Someone Like You (Book 6 in the Baxters Series) Maddie is shaken to the core when she finds out
everything she believed about her life was a lie.. Betrayed, angry, and confused, Maddie leaves her new job and fiance,
rejects her family's requests for forgiveness, and moves to Portland to find out who she really is.
Lupica, Mike Robert B. Parker's Grudge Match - mystery - (Book 8 in the Sunny Randall Series) PI Sunny Randall returns
on a case that blurs the line between friend and foe - and if Sunny can't tell the difference, the consequences may be
deadly
Lustbader, Eric Van The Nemesis Manifesto – (Book 1 in the Evan Ryder Series) Russian meddling, American
fragmentation, and global politics collide in this action-packed, international thriller
Mallery, Susan The Friendship List - Romance - Ellen and Unity have created a list of challenges to break them from their
comfort zone. It was meant to let people know they were fine, and through its challenges they learn to live life.
Michaels, Fern Truth and Justice –romance- (Book 31 in the Sisterhood Series) The stalwart friends bring justice - and
hope - to families devastated by a greedy con artist.
Monroe, Mary Alice On Ocean Boulevard-(Book 6 in the Beach House Series) A breathtaking novel about one family's
summer of forging new beginnings against the enduring beauty and resilience of the natural world.
Oke, Janette Unyielding Hope-(Book 1 in the When Hope Calls Series) When Grace discovers that her long lost sister is
alive she wonders if the years apart will make it hard to connect…and when they finally meet neither is what the other
expected.
Patterson, James The 20th Victim-mystery- (Book 20 in the Women’s Murder Club Series) 3 victimes, 3 bullets, 3 cities.
The victims were no angels, but are the shooters villains, or heroes?
Quick, Amanda Close Up- (Book 4 in the Burning Cove, California Series) Welcome to Burning Cove, California where
1930s Hollywood glamour conceals a ruthless killer
Roberts, Nora Hideaway-romance- A family ranch in Big Sur country and a legacy of Hollywood royalty set the stage for
this emotional new suspense novel.
Straub, Emma All Adults Here- When Astrid Strick witnesses a school bus accident in the center of town, it jostles loose a
repressed memory from her young parenting days decades earlier. Suddenly, Astrid realizes she was not quite the
parent she thought she'd been to her three, now-grown children. But to what consequence?
Thayer, Nancy Girls of Summer – romance- A Nantucket woman returns home to find that reunions aren't always simple
Turow, Scott The Last Trial-mystery-Full of the deep insights into the spaces where the fragility of human nature and the
justice system collide.
Weir, Alison Katheryn Howard, the Scandalous Queen-Politics and sexuality were inextricably mixed, especially when the
king's potency was called into question. It is time to have another look at Kathryn’s brief but important reign.
Woods, Stuart Bombshell -mystery- (Book 4 in the Teddy Fay Series) Teddy Fay is back in Hollywood and caught in two
tricky situations.
June:
Abbs, Anna The Joyce Girl - historical fiction - For readers who adored novels like The Paris Wife, Z, and Loving Frank,
comes Annabel Abbs highly praised debut novel, where she spins the story of James Joyce's fascinating, and tragic,
daughter, Lucia.

Andrews, V. C. The Shadows of Foxworth (Book 11 in the Dollanger series) A passionate novel about Corrine Foxworth’s
intense desire to flee her overbearing life trapped in the Foxworth estate.

Berenson, Laurien Game of Dog Bones- mystery - (Book 25 in the A Melanie Travis Mystery) Standard Poodle owner
Melanie Travis is an excellent judge of dogs—and people. But what happens when an unnamed killer emerges at one of the
fiercest all-breed competitions ever?

Brooks, Terry The Last Druid-fantasy- (Book 4 in the Fall of Shannara Series) The final book in the triumphant four-part
conclusion to the entire Shannara series
Chiaverini, Jennifer Mrs. Lincoln's Sisters- historical fiction- The New York Times bestselling author of Mrs. Lincoln’s
Dressmaker returns to her most famous heroine, Mary Todd Lincoln, in this compelling story of love, loss, and sisterhood
rich with history and suspense.
Clegg, Bill The End of the Day - A deeply moving, emotionally resonant second novel about the complicated bonds and
breaking points of friendship, the corrosive forces of secrets, the heartbeat of longing, and the redemption found in
forgiveness.

Connolly, John The Dirty South (Book 18 in the Charlie Parker series) The New York Times bestselling author goes back to
the very beginning of Private Investigator Charlie Parker’s astonishing career with his first terrifying case.
Del Toro, Guillermo The Hollow Ones-horror- A horrific crime that defies ordinary explanation. A rookie FBI agent in
dangerous, uncharted territory. An extraordinary hero for the ages.
Denton, Lauren The Summer House - romance - Sometimes it takes losing everything to find yourself again.
Doiron, Paul One Last Lie –mystery- (Book 11 in the Mike Bowditch Mystery Series) The disappearance of Mike
Bowditch’s beloved mentor reveals an ominous connection to a 15-year-old cold case
Edwards, Mark The House Guest -mystery - A perfect summer. A perfect stranger. A perfect nightmare. The House
Guest is the chilling new psychological thriller from the three million copy bestselling author of Here to Stay and Follow
You Home.
Fuller, Kathleen Amish Generations - Amish - Four sweet and funny Amish love stories, spanning four different
generations. Love comes at all times and for all ages!
Gear, Kathleen O'Neal People of the Canyons-(Book 25 in the North America’s Forgotten Past Series) a tale of trapped
magic, a tyrant who wants to wield its power...and a young girl who could be the key to save a people
Giffin, Emily The Lies That Bind In the irresistible new novel from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of All We
Ever Wanted, a woman is falling hard for a man she's just met when he disappears without a trace on 9/11.
Griffin, W. E. B. The Attack (Book 14 in the Badge of Honor Series) A dead girl, a wealthy family, and indications of drug use.
It's a toxic mix that leads Philadelphia detective Matt Payne deep into an unexpected maelstrom of deceit a nd madness in the
latest entry in the New York Times bestselling Badge of Honor series.

Harrison, Kim American Demon-romance- (Book 14 in the Rachel Morgan/Hollows Series) Rachel Morgan is back and the
Hollows will never be the same
Hart, John The Unwilling - Set in the South at the height of the Vietnam War, The Unwilling combines crime, suspense
and searing glimpses into the human mind and soul
Hilderbrand, Elin 28 Summers- The unforgettable story of an unconventional love that knows one season.

Jackson, Lisa You Betrayed Me -romance- (Book 4 in the San Francisco Series) An heir to the Cahill fortune discovers just
how dangerous, and duplicitous, family can be
Jance, Judith A. Credible Threat (Book 15 in the Ali Reynolds series) Ali Reynolds and her team at High Noon Enterprises must
race against the clock to save an archbishop who faces mysterious death threats in yet another “incredible” (Suspense
Magazine) installment of J.A. Jance’s New York Times bestselling series.

Johansen, Iris The Persuasion-mystery- (Book 27 in the Eve Duncan Series) When Eve Duncan's daughter, Jane MacGuire,
becomes a madman's target, Jane must team up with longtime love interest Seth Caleb
Maden, Mike Tom Clancy’s Firing Point –( A book in the Jack Ryan, Jr. Series) Jack Ryan, Jr. is out to avenge the murder of
an old friend, but the vein of evil he's tapped into may run too deep for him to handle.
Miranda, Megan The Girl from Widow Hills – mystery- A riveting new novel of psychological suspense about a young
woman plagued by night terrors after a childhood trauma who wakes one evening to find a corpse at her feet.
Mitchell, David Utopia Avenue- This breathtaking novel celebrates the power of music to connect across divides, define
an era and thrill the soul.
Oates, Joyce Carol Night. Sleep. Death. The Stars. -When a powerful parent dies, each of his adult children reacts in
startling and unexpected ways, and his grieving widow in the most surprising way of all.
Paris, B. A. The Dilemma - mystery - How far would you go to give someone you love a last few hours of happiness?
Patterson, James and Brendan DuBois The Summer House - mystery - When seven murder victims are found in a small
town, the homicide investigation shakes a small-town sheriff to her core in James Patterson's tense thriller.
Patterson, James and Candice Fox Hush- mystery - (Book 4 in the Detective Harriet Blue series) Top cop, devoted sister,
and now Inmate 3329: even prison bars won't stop Harriet Blue from seeking justice for the murder of her brother.
Robards, Karen The Black Swan of Paris- this exquisite novel illuminates three women's strength, courage and capacity
for unconditional love.
Shalvis, Jill The Summer Deal -romance- (Book 5 in the Wildstone Series) A friends-to-frenemies-to-lovers story... Add in
a few secrets. Shake. Stir. Then read on a lazy summer day at the beach...
Singh, Nalini Alpha Night -romance - (Book 4 in the Psy-Changeling Trinity) Mating at first sight is a myth, a fairytale. Yet
Selenka’s wolf is resolute: Ethan Night, broken Arrow and a man capable of obsessive devotion, is the mate it has
chosen. Even if the mating bond is full of static and not quite as it should be.
Steel, Danielle Daddy's Girls - In Danielle Steel's riveting novel, three women raised by their father on a sprawling
California ranch now confront difficult truths about their past.
Sullivan, J. Courtney Friends and Strangers - An insightful, hilarious, and compulsively readable novel about a
complicated friendship between two women who are at two very different stages in life.
Thor, Brad Near Dark- (Book 20 in the Scot Harvath Series) cot Harvath returns in the newest thriller from #1 New York
Times bestselling author Brad Thor.
Williams, Beatriz Her Last Flight -romance- The story of a lost pilot and a wartime photographer that will leave its mark
on your soul.

